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1. INTRODUCTION 
Some left-right properties of the endomorphism ring S of a left R-module 
RM which are symmetrically--or almost symmetrically-represented on 
&f and its dual module Mg = Hom,(M, R) have been studied in [7] 
under the hypotheses that RM is nonsingular and nondegenerate (i.e., its 
derived Morita context is nondegenerate). In this paper we work in the 
rather more general setting obtained by considering two left R-modules ,@ 
and &, their endomorphism rings S = End(,M) and T= End( ,&r) and the 
U-dual module of M, A4: = Hom.(M, V), and we make explicit the condi- 
tions on which the existence of such a symmetry depends. These conditions 
are M self-faithful (in the sense of [4], see definition below) and 
A4 U-torsionless and U M-torsionless. Roughly speaking, the first one 
ensures the good reflection of certain properties of S on ,& and the other 
two the reflection of the corresponding right properties on MF. This is 
what happens when we consider, for instance, left (and right) strongly 
modular rings, which allows us to extend the description of these classes of 
endomorphism rings given in [7, Theorem 31 to this more general situa- 
tion and with weaker hypotheses on ,@ (M*,). Sometimes one cannot 
make such a clearcut distinction and all three properties are needed 
simultaneously. This is what happens in our symmetric description of the 
endomorphism rings which satisfy the Utumi conditions K, and K,. This 
extends [7, Theorem 71 and we show with an example that, even for 
RIJ = RR, our result is stronger, for these three conditions on RM do not 
imply that RM is nondegenerate. We also obtain two pairs of symmetric 
characterizations of quasi-Frobenius endomorphism rings, under the same 
hypotheses. 
* The author has been partially supported by the CAICYT. 
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In the last part of the paper, we pay attention to the question of the rela- 
tionship between S and B = End(M*,) which was raised in [7] (for U = R 
and Jt4 a nondegenerate module). Not surprisingly, the above results allow 
us to show that this relationship is very close for properties like non- 
singularity, strong modularity, and being an Utumi ring. Thus we show 
that, when M is M-distinguished (in the sense of [ 51) and U-torsionless and 
U is M-torsionless, then the property of being right Utumi goes up from 
S to B and if, moreover, ,JJ is balanced, then B left Utumi implies S left 
Utumi. The converses are not true in general, but for (two-sided) Utumi 
rings we get a stronger result (Theorem 3.6) showing that, under the above 
hypotheses on M and U, B is an Utumi ring if and only if S is an Utumi 
ring and the canonical homomorphism 4: ,J4 -+ J4 ** has essential image 
and that, in this case, the maximal rings of quotients of S and B coincide. 
Throughout this paper R denotes an associative ring with identity. If 
,& and RU are left R-modules, then we will denote S= End(&), 
T=End(,U), M*,=Hom,(M, U), B=End(M*,), and C=End(U,). We 
shall write endomorphisms opposite scalars so that, for instance, if f and g 
belong to S, their product is fg = gof, while if h and k belong to B, 
then hk = h 0 k. The canonical homomorphism from J4 to ,&** = 
Hom.(M*, U) will be denoted by 4. An important role in what follows is 
played by the concept of self-faithful module which has been used to study 
endomorphism rings in [4]. A module A4 is called self-faithful when 
Hom,(M, X) g = 0 with g E Hom,(X, M) implies g = 0, for every R-module 
X which is (isomorphic to) a submodule of a quotient module of a direct 
sum of copies of M (i.e., X is a M-subgenerated module). This is a weaken- 
ing of the notion of M-distinguished module due to Kato [S], for M is 
M-distinguished when the above condition holds for any left R-module X. 
If X is an R-module, we will denote by X, the trace of M on X, i.e., the 
largest M-generated submodule of X. A useful and easily verified fact is the 
following: M is self-faithful if and only if Hom,(X/X,, M) = 0 for each 
M-subgenerated module [4, Proposition 1.11. This implies that if SE S and 
X,s = 0, then Xs = 0. 
We recall that a module M is said to be U-torsionless if it embeds in a 
direct product of copies of U; in particular, R is M-torsionless if and only 
if ,& is a faithful R-module. Clearly, A4 is U-torsionless if and only if, 
whenever x E M and x Hom,(M, U) = 0, then x = 0 and this is also equiv- 
alent to the fact that if fc Hom,( -, M), then f&f* = 0 implies f = 0. Still 
another equivalent condition is that the canonical homomorphism 
$5: RM’ RM** is a monomorphism [3, p. 1801. 
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2. ENDOMORPHISM RINGS AND ANNIHILATORS 
If we denote by L(S) (R(S)) the lattice of left (resp. right) ideals of S and 
by Sub(,M) (resp. Sub(M*,)) the lattice of submodules of &4 (M*,), we 
have a diagram 
L(S) + R(S) 
16 
/ *M. 
Sub(M*,) 
where e and 4 are the usual annihilator mappings between left and right 
ideals of S and the remaining ones are defined in the following manner (see 
[1,7]): els(x)={~~SJImscX}~Horn,(M,X); bL(Z)=MI; r,(X)= 
{s E s 1 xs = O}; e,(J) = {x E M 1 XJ = 0); d,.(Z) = (fe A4* 1 zf= O}; 
d,(L)= {s~SlsL=0}; k;(L)= (s~SlsM*cL); /l,*(.Z)=JM*. We also 
set XL= {f~M*lf(X)=0}~M~ for X&.M and IL= {x~Mlf(x)=O 
for eachfE L} G &4, for L c MT*. Observe that the operators es, eM, a,,,,*, 
and e, are order-reversing while 8$, hhM, a;, and &,,* are order-preserving. 
The following result exhibits some of the most important commutativity 
relations in the above diagram (often with additional hypotheses placed on 
&4) and will be very useful in the sequel. The composition to z will be 
denoted by & (and similarly for the analogous compositions of the other 
maps in the diagram). We will use the symbol A’s’ Y to indicate that X is 
an essential submodule of Y. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A4 and U be left R-modules, with S= End( RM), 
T= End(,U), and A4; = Hom,(M, U). Then the following conditions hold: 
(a) 4 = as&h, e = e;e, and if A4 is U-torsionless, then 4 = h’shMu* and 
e = e&p. 
(b) Zf M is self-faithful, then the following statements hold: 
(bi) tie = hseM. 
(bii) Zf ZE L(S), then ZC&l,(Z) and if X~sub(,M), then 
d&(X) se x. 
(biii) & and 41M preserve essential extensions. 
(biv) Zf ZGHG ,S, then ZC’ H if and only if bh(Z) se ha(H) 
and ifXc YG ,&, then XE’ Y ifand only if&(X)c’&(Y). 
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(c) If M is U-torsionless and U is M-torsionless, then the following 
statements hold: 
(ci) Ls = es*;,*. 
(cii) rf JE R(S), then Jc’ sk/X.(J) and if LE Sub(MF), then 
/L*&(L) Se L. 
(ciii) 4; and eb,. p reserve essential extensions. 
(civ) If JG KG S,, then JG’ K ifand only @-[L,.(J) seeL.(K) 
and if L E NE MT*, then L E’ N if and only if &k(L) ~~ h;(N). 
(d) If M is self-faithful and U is M-torsionless, then X’ =r,,&(X) 
for all XG RM. 
(e) If M is U-torsionless and U is M-torsionless, then ‘L = eM&[r(L) 
for all LcM,*. 
ProoJ: (a) The first two identities are trivially verified. On the other 
hand, if I is a left ideal of S, then ~$‘c~*(I) = {s E SI (hs) u = 0 for every h E I 
and every UE M*}, so that /c(Z) c *ieM.( Now, assume that M is 
U-torsionless and let s E abhM.(I). Then IsM* = 0 implies Is = 0 and hence 
s~h(Z). The proof of the last assertion of (a) is similar. 
(b) Assume that M is self-faithful. To prove (bi) note that it follows 
from (a) that &=~,~‘&~,. We claim that M self-faithful implies 
“&& = 4s. To see this, let X be a submodule of RM. Then <se&&(X) = 
4,(X,) 3 r,(X). On the other hand, if f E s,(X,), then X,,,,f = 0 and the 
self-faithfulness of M implies that Xf = 0, so that f E as(X). 
Now, in order to prove the first part of (bii), we have to show (identi- 
fying Fsab(Z) with Hom,(M, MI)) that each IE L(S) is essential in 
Hom,(M, MI). Let 0 #f E Hom,(M, MI) and x E M such that f(x) # 0. 
Then there exist g,, . . . . g,EI and x,, . . . . X,E M such that f(x) =C;g,(x,). 
Let g: M” -+ MI be the homomorphism induced by the gi, i.e., g((yi)) = 
C; gi( y,). Constructing the pullback of f and g we get a nonzero 
M-subgenerated module X, 
X-M” f’ 
I I 
t?’ g 
f M-MI 
and, since M is self-faithful there exists 0 # k: M -+ X such that 0 # f 0 g’ 0 k. 
Therefore h = g’ 0 k is a nonzero element of S such that hf # 0 and 
moreover we have that hf=gof’ok=go(CqioPi)of’ok=Cgi. 
(pi of’ 0 k) (where qi and pi denote the canonical injections and projections 
corresponding to the product M”). Since each piof’ 0 k is an element of S 
and I is a left ideal of S, with gi E I, we see that hf E I and this proves that 
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Zc’ el,rb(Z). On the other hand, if 0 # Y G X, then as M is self-faithful we 
have that Y, # 0 and hence 0 # Y, = ti&( Y) G hh&(X) n Y, completing 
the proof of (bii). 
Next we prove (biii). First, assume that Z, HE L(S) and ZC’ ZZ. Then we 
must show that MIS’ MZZ. To see this, let 0 # YE MH and consider a 
nonzero homomorphism q: M + Y (which exists because M is self-faithful). 
Then, denoting the canonical inclusion Y + MH by j, we have that 
g = jo q E li*l,(H) = Hom,(M, MH) and g # 0 so that by (bii) there exists 
s E S such that 0 # sg E H. Since Z ce H, this implies that there exists s’ E S 
such that 0 # s’(sg) E I. Then 0 # Im(s’sg) E MI and, since Im(s’sg) E Y too, 
we have that MZn Y # 0 and so MI se MH. Assume now that XG’ YE M. 
In order to prove that Hom,(M, X) E= Hom,(M, Y) as left ideals of S, let 
0 #f~ Hom,(M, Y) and j: X -+ Y the inclusion. Then, in the pullback of j 
along .L 
Z-M i’ 
I I 
ff f 
X-Y i 
we have that j’ is an essential monomorphism and f’ a nonzero 
homomorphism. Since M is self-faithful, there exists h: M+ Z such that 
O#f~j’~h=jof’~h. If s=j’ohES, we see that sfEHom,(M, X) and this 
shows that &(X) ce e’J Y). 
Finally, observe that one-half of (biv) is contained in (biii) and, 
conversely, if %k(Z) ce h’M(H), then, again by (biii) we have that 
&‘M(Z) se /$ah(H). This fact, combined with (bii), shows in a 
straightforward way that Zse H. Similarly, if [k(X) se &(Y), then (bii) 
and (biii) show that XG’ Y and this completes the proof of (b). 
(c) Assume that M is U-torsionless and U is M-torsionless. Then one 
can see that et; = e, and so (ci) follows from (a). 
To prove (cii), let JE R(S) and 0 # gE I’&,,,., i.e., g is an 
endomorphism of M such that gM* E JM*. Since M is U-torsionless, 
there exists ZE M* such that 0 # gle JIM*. As U is M-torsionless, 
gl Hom,( U, M) # 0 and since, clearly, gl Hom,J U, M) E J, this proves the 
first part of (cii). The proof of the second part is similar. 
The proof of (ciii) is straightforward and the proof of (civ) is entirely 
similar to that of (biv), using in this case (cii) and (ciii). 
(d) Let Xc &. Then r,*&(X) = {f~ M* I Hom,(M, X)f=O} (we 
identify [k(X) with Hom,(M, X) here) and so it is clear that 
Xl ckM,e’JX). Conversely, if fobs*&, then it is obvious that 
j-(X,) = 0 and hence, if j: X-+ M denotes the canonical inclusion, foj 
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factors through X/X,,,,. Since M is self-faithful we know that 
Hom,(X/X,, M) =O. But, as U is M-torsionless we have also that 
Hom,(X/X,, U) = 0, so that foj= 0 in this case, that is, f~ Xl. 
(e) Let LcM,*. Then e,zk(L)=n {KersIsES,.sM*EL}. Let 
s E S such that sM* G L. If x E ‘L we see that xsM* = 0 and, since M is 
U-torsionless, s(x) = xs = 0. Thus ‘L c e,&;(L). Conversely, observe that 
L Hom,( U, M) E k;(L) and so, if x E M is such that x+?;(L) = 0, then 
XL Hom,( U, M) = 0, whence XL = 0 (since U is M-torsionless). Thus we 
see that l,,,,c’JL) E IL and the proof is complete. 
It is straightforward to see that a module J4 is nondegenerate if and 
only if it is faithful and torsionless and the trace of RM in R has zero 
right annihilator [S]. This last condition is equivalent to R being 
M-distinguished [S, Lemma 33 and, in the presence of the other two condi- 
tions, it is also equivalent to M being M-distinguished (see, e.g., [S, 
Theorem 11). Thus a nondegenerate module is, in particular, self-faithful 
and so Lemmas 2 and 4 of [7] are obtained as particular cases of the 
appropriate parts of Proposition 2.1 when RU is taken to be equal to RR. 
But, even in this case, our results are more general for we do not use the 
full force of the nondegeneracy condition in our hypotheses (and moreover, 
M self-faithful is weaker than M-distinguished). 
Recall that in [7] a ring S is called left strongly modular if, for s E S, 
e(s) = 0 implies Ss G’ ,S and similarly, S is right strongly modular when 
2(s) = 0 implies sS se Ss. We strengthen the “almost symmetric” result of 
Khuri on strongly modular rings [7, Theorem 33. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The following statements hold: 
(i) If M is self-faithful, then S is left strongly modular if and only if, 
for each s E S, e,(s) = 0 implies MS ~~ RM. 
(ii) If M is U-torsionless and U is M-torsionless, then S is right 
strongly modular if and only if, for each s E S, 2,,,,*(s) = 0 implies sM* se MT*. 
Proof (i) e,(s)=0 is equivalent to tseM(s)= S and by Proposi- 
tion 2.1 (bi) to &6’(s) = S, i.e., to e(s) = 0. Analogously, by Proposition 2.1 
(biv), MSG’ RM is equivalent to Ssc’ ,$ and so the result follows from 
the definition. 
(ii) The proof is similar to the one above, using in this case Proposi- 
tion 2.1 (ci) and (civ). 
COROLLARY 2.3. If M is a self-faithful finite-dimensional module, then S 
is left strongly modular. 
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ProojI Let M be finite-dimensional and self-faithful and SE S a 
monomorphism. Then we have a descending chain of submodules of M, 
M?ImslIms2? . . . and, since M is finite-dimensional it is clear that 
there exists and integer n > 0 such that Im s”+ ’ se Im s”. This obviously 
implies that Im s se M, so that S is left strongly modular by Proposi- 
tion 2.2. 
If we take U = R in Proposition 2.2 we get [7, Theorem 31 but our 
hypotheses are weaker even in this case. For instance, the modules which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 2.3 do not need to be torsionless nor 
faithful. Also, if S is a right strongly modular ring, X, a nonzero right 
S-module, A = End(X,), R = (G ?J, and RM= Re22, we see that M -is 
torsionless and faithful, but not self-faithful, and End(,M) g S is right 
strongly modular, 
In [9, Theorem 31, Utumi has shown that if S is a left and right non- 
singular ring, then its maximal left and right rings of quotients coincide if 
and only if S satisfies the conditions K,, “For each left ideal Z of S, %(I) = 0 
implies Z essential in &S”; and K,, “For each right ideal J of S, e(J) = 0 
implies J essential in S,.” The left nonsingular rings which satisfy K, are 
called left Utumi rings and right Utumi rings are defined symmetrically. 
When R is left and right Utumi, then we say that R is an Utumi ring. We 
get the following result which extends [7, Theorem 71. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let RM be selfifithful and U-torsionless and U M- 
torsionless. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) S satisfies K, if and only if, for each XE RM, X’ = 0 implies 
Xs’ M. 
(ii) S satisfies K, if and only if, for each L E M;, ‘L =0 implies 
L se M;. 
ProoJ: (i) Assume that S satisfies Ke and let Xc RM such that 
Xl = 0. Calling Z= e;(X) and bearing in mind that M is U-torsionless and 
U is M-torsionless, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that e*(Z) = es”Ma(Z) = 
e.+,.&(X). On the other hand, r,.&(X) = X* by Proposition 2.1 (d), so 
that we have e*(Z) =/,(X1) = e,(O) = S, which means that r(Z) = 0. Since 
S satisfies K,, this implies that Z=&(X) is essential in ,S and now, from 
Proposition 2.1 (biv) it follows that XG’ RM. 
Conversely, assume that Z is a left ideal of S such that %(Z) = 0 and let 
X= +&(I) = MI. Then 0 = r(Z) = CHID (by Proposition 2.1) and since U 
is M-torsionless, this clearly implies that Xl = ah(Z)’ = 0. Then it follows 
from our hypotheses that XG’ RM and by Proposition 2.1 (biv) this is 
equivalent to ZG’ ,S, completing the proof of (i). 
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The proof of (ii) is completely symmetric, using the corresponding parts 
of Proposition 2.1. For instance, if we assume that for each L G MT*, ‘L = 0 
implies LG~ MT* and J is a right ideal of S such that e(J) = 0, then, setting 
L=&,,(J) we see that O=/(J)=/&,,,(J), for M is U-torsionless and 
so Proposition 2.1 applies. Now, since M is self-faithful, this implies that 
‘L = ‘[k,.(J) = 0 and hence L ce MT* by our hypothesis. Then, using 
Proposition 2.1 (civ), we get that Jc’ S, and hence S satisfies K,. 
Recall that a module M is called non-M-singular [lo] if, for every 
homomorphism u: X + M, with X M-subgenerated, Ker u se X implies 
u = 0. In order to determine when S is a left Utumi ring we must study the 
left nonsingularity of S. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M be a self-faithful module. Then S is left non- 
singular if and only if M is non-M-singular. 
Proof: Assume that S is left nonsingular and let u: X-, M be a 
homomorphism with X M-subgenerated and Ker u C’ X. Then, for each 
homomorphism f: M + X, we have that, if s = u of E S, Ker s = 
f -‘(Ker u) S’ M. U sing Proposition 2.1 (biii) it follows that ek(Ker s) se 
.S and, since /$(Ker s) = e(s), we see that e(s) se ,S and hence s = 0 by 
the left nonsingularity of S. But then, the fact that M is self-faithful implies 
that u = 0 and hence M is non-M-singular. The converse is straightforward. 
In the particular case that M is M-distinguished, we get: 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let RM be a M-distinguished module. Then S is left 
nonsingular if and only if RM is nonsingular. 
Proof By Proposition 2.5, it suffices to show that if M is 
M-distinguished and non-M-singular, then it is also nonsingular. But if we 
have 0 #x E M with Ann(x) ce RR, then there exists f: M + R such that, if 
we define s E S by s(y) = f (y) x for every y E M, then s # 0. Also, it is clear 
that Ker s = f ~ ‘(Ann(x)) is essential and, since M is non-M-singular, we 
must have s = 0, contradiction. Therefore RM is nonsingular. 
Combining Theorem 2.4 with Proposition 2.5, we get a characterization 
of the modules RM which have a left Utumi endomorphism ring. A 
symmetric description for right Utumi rings in terms of MT* is obtained 
from Theorem 2.4 and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let M be U-torsionless and U M-torsionless. Then S is right 
nonsingular of and only if L se MT* implies d,(L) = 0. 
Proof: Necessity. Let S be right nonsingular and L ce MT*. Then we 
show that the right ideal L Hom,J U, M) is essential in S,. If 0 #s E S, then 
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M U-torsionless implies that there exists f~ M* such that sf # 0 and 
L ce M$ implies that there exists t E T such that 0 # (sf) t E L. Now, since 
U is M-torsionless, there exists h: U-+ A4 satisfying h 0 (sf) t # 0 and it is 
clear that ho (sf) t E L Hom,( U, M) so that if we call s’ = h 0 tof, we see 
that 0 # ss’ E L Hom,( U, M). But since there is an obvious inclusion 
L Hom,(U, M)G&,(L)G S, we see that &,(L)G’S, and hence 
d,(L) = 0 by right nonsingularity. 
Sufficiency. If the stated condition holds an Z is a left ideal of S such that 
d(Z) ce S,, then by Proposition 2.1 (ciii) we have that &h(Z) ze MT*. Thus 
our hypothesis implies that /,&k(Z) = 0 and since by Proposition 2.1 (a), 
e,&,. = L’, we see that 84(Z) = 0 which in turn implies that Z= 0, complet- 
ing the proof. 
We may use the above results to study when the endomorphism ring of 
a self-faithful module is a (two-sided) Utumi ring. In [6] a module A4 is 
called an Utumi module if and only if it is nonsingular and, for XG &V, 
ks(X) = 0 implies Xr’ ,&. Dually, $V is a co-Utumi module when it is 
cononsingular (i.e., a,(X) ~~ S, implies X= 0, for XE ,+kZ) and for JG Ss, 
e,(J) = 0 implies Jc’ S,. The following result is similar to [6, 
Theorem 21 but we do not require that JV be a nonsingular module. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let RM be a self-faithful module. Then S is an Utumi 
ring ly and only if M is a non-M-singular co-Utumi module such that, for 
X G RM, hs(X) = 0 implies X Ee RM. 
Proof By Proposition 2.5, S is left nonsingular if and only if A4 is non- 
M-singular and by [6, Proposition 1 ] S is right nonsingular if and only if’ 
RM is cononsingular. On the other hand, if we apply Theorem 2.4 in the 
case U= M we see that the condition Kc for S is equivalent to “tis(X) = 0 
implies XG’ M” for XG RM, while K, is equivalent to “e,(Z) = 0 implies 
JG’ Ss” for .ZG S,. This last condition, together with the cononsingularity 
of &Z is the definition of M, being co-Utumi and so the proof is complete. 
Observe that in the situation of Proposition 2.8, J4 needs not be an 
Utumi module (for instance, if RM is a simple singular module). However, 
we get: 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let RM be a M-distinguished module. Then S is an 
Utumi ring if and only if RM is both an Utumi and a co- Utumi module. 
Proof It follows from Proposition 2.8 together with Corollary 2.6. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. It is perhaps worthwhile to exhibit an example of a 
self-faithful torsionless and faithful module which is not nondegenerate 
but has an Utumi endomorphism ring. This shows that, even in the case 
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RU = RR, our results on Utumi endomorphism rings-and, in particular, 
Theorem 2.6are more general than those in [7]. Let A be a left primitive 
ring with a faithful simple module A V such that Hom,( V, A) = 0 (in par- 
ticular, we can take A to be a non-artinian simple ring) and D = End(.V). 
LetR=( { L), ,$= Re,, = (i ,“), RX= (i ,“), and ,&= RX@ J? We claim 
that ,&I has the required properties. First, observe that ,&I is obviously 
torsionless and, since AS is faithful, ,&I is also faithful. Next we show that 
&I is a quasi-projective module. Since RP is projective and RX, being 
simple, is quasi-projective, it will be enough, using [ 1, Proposition 1.81, to 
show that RX is P-projective. But this follows from the fact that the only 
nontrivial quotient module of RP is precisely P/X and if f: X + P/X is an 
R-homomorphism, then, since e,, X= 0 but ez2 y # 0 for each 0 # y E P/X, 
we must have that f = 0. Now, in order to show that &t is self-faithful it 
is enough, by [4, Proposition 1.21, to prove that Z, # 0 for each 0 # Z G 
,&I. Denoting the canonical projection M + X by p we have that, for such 
a Z, either p(Z) # 0, in which case p(Z) g X and, since X is Z-projective, 
Z contains a direct summand isomorphic to X, or Z is isomorphic to a 
submodule of RP, that is, isomorphic to RX or to RP. Thus Z, # 0 in either 
case and hence &f is self-faithful. To show that ,+I4 is not M-distinguished, 
we compute the trace T, of J4 on RR. Since R = Re,, @ P, we calculate 
Hom,(M, Re,,). We have that Hom,(M, Rel,) g Hom,(X, Re,,) and, 
since any nonzero homomorphism f: X -+ Re,, clearly induces a nonzero 
A-homomorphism V+ A, we see that Hom,(M, Re,,) = 0, so that T,,,, = P. 
The right annihilator of T, in R is e,,R#O, and hence M is not 
M-distinguished. On the other hand, one can check that J4 and Mi 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.4 (and of Proposition 2.8) but, in this 
case, it is easy to compute directly the ring S = End( ,&). This ring can be 
put in matrix form as (,~~~[“,l~, “g:dR:%r)) and, from this it is 
straightforward to see that S is isomorphic to the ring (i g) which, as it 
is well known is a (two-sided) Utumi ring. 
Another example of symmetry on ,&I and MT* can be obtained if one 
considers the class of quasi-Frobenius (QF) rings, i.e., left (or right) 
artinian rings such that every left and right ideal is an annihilator. The 
ascending (descending) chain condition will be abbreviated to ACC 
(resp. DCC). 
THEOREM 2.11. Let ,&I be a self-faithful module and RU a module such 
that U is M-torsionless and A4 is U-torsionless. Then S is QF if and only if 
I= /sbM.(Z) for each ZE L(S), J= bs8,(J) for each JE R(S), and one (and 
hence all) of the following conditions holds: 
(i) RM has ACC (or DCC) on submodules X such that M/X is 
U-torsionless. 
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(ii) MT* has ACC (or DCC) on submodules L such that there exists 
XC RM with L = (M/X)*. 
(iii) RM has ACC (or DCC) on submodules of the form MI with 
ZE L(S) (M-generated submodules). 
(iv) MT* has ACC (or DCC) on submodules of the form JM* with 
JE R(S). 
Proof From Proposition 2.1 it is clear that the double annihilator con- 
dition on R is equivalent to I= esbM*(Z) and J= *se,(J) for each left ideal 
I and each right ideal J. Now, S is QF if and only if it satisfies both 
annihilator conditions and has ACC or DCC on left annihilators. Thus, to 
complete the proof, all we have to show is that each one of the conditions 
(i)-(iv) is, in presence of the double annihilator condition, equivalent to 
the ACC (or to the DCC) on left (or right) annihilators. 
Let us prove the equivalence of (i) with the ACC (or the DCC) on left 
annihilators. The right annihilator ideals of S, being of the form 
J= z,e,(J) are in bijective order-inverting correspondence with the sub- 
modules Xs RM such that X=e,r,(X) [l, Proposition 3.33. Since 
as(X) = v Hom,(M/X, M), where v is the natural homomorphism from M 
onto M/X, these are precisely the submodules X G RM such that M/X is 
M-torsionless and, in our hypotheses, this is equivalent to M/X being 
U-torsionless. From this the equivalence follows. 
In a similar way to the above proof we show the equivalence of (ii) with 
the chain conditions on annihilators. There is a bijective order-inverting 
correspondence between the left ideals Z of S such that Z= ess,.(l) (which 
in this case are precisely the left annihilator ideals of S) and the sub- 
modules L of MT such that L = aMets( It is easily checked that these 
submodules are precisely the L E MT* such that there exists X E RM with 
L = (M/x)*. 
Next we show that in the presence of the double annihilator condition, 
(i) is equivalent to (iii). As we have seen, (i) implies in this case that S is 
QF and hence it has ACC and DCC on left ideals. But the M-generated 
submodules of RM are precisely the submodules X such that 
x= g+,&(X) =x, and they are in bijective order-preserving corre- 
spondence with the left ideals Z of S such that Z=&b(1), so that (iii) 
follows from (i). To prove the converse, consider the mapping 
X+ za&(X) from the set of submodules X of RM such that M/X is 
U-torsionless to the set of M-generated submodules. If M/X is 
U-torsionless, then X= eMr,(X) and hence we have that !,b,(&‘&(X) = 
L,ti,a’,G$e,c,(X) and, since ts&, = 4 and e$e, = e by Proposition 2.1, 
we see that e,hJh’M/$(X)) = [,&a,(X) = /,zJ,z,(X) = /,r,(X) = X. 
Therefore rk/$ establishes an order-preserving injection from the set of 
X E RM such that M/X is U-torsionless to the set of M-generated sub- 
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modules of RM (with left inverse given by eMts) and this shows that (iii) 
implies (i). 
Finally we prove the equivalence of (ii) and (iv). If (ii) holds, then S is 
QF and hence right noetherian (and right artinian). The submodules of 
MT* of the form JM* are precisely those LsMf such that L=lh,.a$(L) 
and they are in bijective order-preserving correspondence with the 
right ideals J of S such that J=*k&,*(J), so that (iv) follows from (ii). 
Conversely, the mapping L + /‘,,si(L) from the set of the submodules 
L of MT* such that L= k,*{,(L) to the set of submodules of the 
form JM* is an order-preserving injection, for we have that for 
such an L, z,,,,.Ls(fl,.sb(L)) = tM* ~,&,&~,.~,(L) = b,*e&,(L) = (by 
Proposition 2.1) ~,,e,~,,,,,e,(L) = #,+,*es(L) = L and hence &,.e, is a left 
inverse for /‘,,hk acting over this set. Thus it is clear that (iv) implies (ii). 
3. ENDOMORPHISM RINGS OF DUAL MODULES 
Let RM be an U-torsionless module, S = End( RM), T = End( JJ), M * = 
Hom,(M, U), and B = End(M,*). Then the canonical homomorphism 
S + B is injective and the general question of how S sits in B has been 
posed in [7] (in the case U= R). As one might expect, the relationship 
between S and B is closer for those properties of S which have a symmetric 
description in terms of RM and MT*. To study this question we first give a 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let RM and RU be left R-modules such that RM is 
M-distinguished and U-torsionless and U is M-torsionless. Then MT* is 
M,*-distinguished and Urtorsionless and U, is M,*-torsionless. 
Proof: It is well known (see, e.g., [3]) that MT* is Urtorsionless. In 
order to show that U, is M,*-torsionless we must prove that for each 
0 # XE U, there exists f: U,+ MS such that f(x) #O. For such an x, 
consider the homomorphism g: R + RU given by g( 1) = x. Since U is 
M-distinguished and g # 0, there exists h: RM + R such that g 0 h # 0. Then 
h induces a homomorphism h*: U, + MT such that h*(x) = g 0 h # 0 and 
taking f = h* we see that the required condition is satisfied. Finally, 
observe that to show that MT* is M,*-distinguished it is enough to prove 
that U, is M,*-distinguished (for MT* is UTtorsionless and U, is MT*- 
torsionless). Consider a nonzero homomorphism u: T-r U, and let 
y = u( 1) # 0. Since U is M-torsionless, there exists u: RU + RM such that 
u(y) #O and since M is U-torsionless, there exists w: RM+ ,$J such that 
w(u(y)) # 0. Then we get a T-homomorphism u*: MT* + T and we see that 
(u~u*)(w)=u(w~u)=(w~u)(y)#O, so that uou*#O and hence UT is 
MS-distinguished. 
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Recall that RiJ is said to be balanced (see, e.g., [2]) when the canonical 
homomorphism from R to the biendomorphism ring End(U,) of ,JJ is 
surjective. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let RM be an M-distinguished U-torsionless module 
and RU an M-torsionless module. If B is right strongly modular, then S is 
right strongly modular too. If, furthermore, the canonical homomorphism 
&M+ RM** has essential image and RU is balanced, then B left strongly 
modular implies S left strongly modular. 
Proof Assume B right strongly modular and let s E S such that 
TM*(s) = 0. Using Proposition 2.2 we have to show that this implies 
sM* ce MT*. But since S is in this case (isomorphic to) a subring of B, we 
may consider s as an element of B and if a&.: L(B) + Sub(M,*) denotes 
the annihilator mapping given by K + ribs K Ker b, we see that h,,,,.(s) = 0 
implies *i.(s) = 0. Since B is right strongly modular by hypothesis, we may 
use the opposite version of Proposition 2.2-which can be applied to MT* 
and B= End(M,*) as a consequence of Lemma 3.1-to conclude that 
sM* se M;. 
For the left strongly modular case, assume that $ has essential image in 
RM** and let s E S be such that e,(s) = 0. Then, identifying S with its 
image in B and M with 4(M) c M** and bearing in mind that 
RM ce RM**, we see that, if s E S is such that e,(s) = 0, then considered 
as an element of B satisfies that L M**(~) = 0. Since B is left strongly 
modular it follows from Lemma 3.1 and the opposite version of Proposi- 
tion 2.2 that =M**s ze eM** (where C= End(U,)). Since JJ is balanced, 
we see that .M**s ce RM** so that MS ce RM and thus S is left strongly 
modular by Proposition 2.2. 
In [7] Khuri observed that if nM is a nondegenerate module such that 
MS is nonsingular, then S is right nonsingular. The next result, together 
with Lemmas 2.6 and 3.1 shows, among other things, that the converse is 
also true. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let RM be an M-distinguished U-torsionless module, 
with nU M-torsionless. Then B is right nonsingular if and only if S is right 
nonsingular. 
Proof: Assume B right nonsingular. To prove that S is also right non- 
singular it is enough to show, using Lemma 2.7, that L E’ MT* implies 
e,(L) = 0. Let then s E k’,(L) and g E M*. The fact that L se MT* implies 
that the right ideal J of T given by J= {t E TI gt E L} is essential in T. 
Since s E e,(L) we have that s( gt) = 0 for each t E J and so J is contained 
in the right annihilator of sg in T which is then essential. Since MT* is non- 
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singular by Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 3.1, we see that sg = 0 for each 
g E M* and hence it follows from the fact that M is U-torsionless that s = 0. 
Therefore S is right nonsingular. 
Conversely, let S be right nonsingular. By Corollary 2.6 all we have to 
show is that this implies that MT* is nonsingular. Let then f~ A4: be such 
that its annihilator in T is an essential right ideal, Since U is M-torsionless 
by hypothesis, in order to prove that f = 0 it suffices to show that g of = 0 
for every gEHom,(U,M). For such a g, let L= {heM*lhogof =O}. If 
ke M* is such that k$ L, then kogof #O, that is, f(ko g) ~0, where 
k 0 gE T and since the annihilator off in T is essential, there exists t E T 
such that (keg) t #O and f(kog) t = (kt)ogof = 0, which means that 
0 # kt E L, so that L ze MT*. Now, from the fact that S is right nonsingular 
it follows, using Lemma 2.7, that e,(L) = 0 and hence g 0 f = 0, completing 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let RU be a torsionless faithful R-module and B= 
Biend( nU) its biendomorphism ring. Then B is right nonsingular if and only 
if R is right nonsingular. 
Proof Immediate, taking M= R in Proposition 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let ,+I4 and RU be modules such that A4 is 
M-distinguished and U-torsionless and U is M-torsionless. Then S right 
Utumi implies B right Utumi. If, moreover, RU is balanced, then B left Utumi 
implies S left Utumi. 
Proof: Assume that S is right Utumi. Then it follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.3 that B is right nonsingular. To prove that B satisfies K, we must 
show, using the opposite version of Theorem 2.4(i), that if L E AI; is such 
that {x E M** 1 Lx = 0} = 0, then L se MT*. Let then x E ‘L E ,@. Identify- 
ing M with its image within M**, we see that, since M is U-torsionless, 
x = 0. Therefore ‘L = 0 and, since S satisfies K,, it follows from 
Theorem 2.4(ii) that L ce MT*, so that B is right Utumi. 
Suppose now that ,J is balanced and B is left Utumi. In order to prove 
that S is also left Utumi we first show that S satisfies K,. By Theorem 2.4 
it is enough to prove that if XG & is such that X’ = 0, then Xc’ JW. Let 
then X be an R-submodule of M such that X’ = 0 and C = End( U,) the 
biendomorphism ring of RU. Identifying X with its image in M** by the 
canonical homomorphism 4, we see that X is a C-submodule of &**, for 
if x E X, c E C, and r E R is such that cy = ry for every y of U (such and r 
exists because RU is balanced) we have that (cx)(f)=cf(x) = rf(x) = 
(rx)( f) and so cx E X On the other hand, we have that { g E MT* 1 v(g) = 0 
for each vEX}=(gEM;(g(x)=O for each XEX}=X’=O and, as a 
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consequence of Lemma 3.1, we may apply the opposite version of 
Theorem 2.4 to B = End(M,*) to conclude that J is an essential sub- 
module of CM**. Again, the fact that RU is balanced implies that, in this 
case, &’ is an essential submodule of RM** and this in turn clearly implies 
that XG’ &f, so that S satisfies K,. Therefore, all that remains to be done 
to complete the proof is to show that S is left nonsingular. To see this, let 
J be a right ideal of S such that e(J) se .S. Since by Proposition 2.1, 
e(J) = &e,(J), we infer from Proposition 2.l(biv) that e,(J) &e ,J4. 
Observe now that, since M’ = 0, the above proof shows that M is essential 
in &** and so we get that e,(J) ce &f** and hence e,(J) ce &**. 
Using now the opposite version of Lemma 2.7 for the left nonsingular ring 
B=End(M,*) (which is possible because of Lemma 3.1) we get that 
%B(/,(J)) = 0. In particular, this implies that if s E s,(e,(J)), then, regard- 
ing s as an element of B, s E #,(4,(J)) = 0 and hence kJ,,JJ) = 0. But then 
se(J) = hseM(J) = 0 and therefore we have that J= 0, completing the proof. 
Note that the converses of the two assertions of Theorem 3.5 fail, for if 
R is a field, RM an infinite dimensional R-vector space, and U = R, then S 
is a left Utumi ring which is not Utumi (since it is not right self-injective), 
while B is a right Utumi ring which is not left Utumi. However, in the 
two-sided case we get a more satisfactory result: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let RM and RU be R-modules such that RM is 
M-distinguished and U-torsionless and RU is M-torsionless and balanced. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) B is an Utumi (resp. left Utumi) ring. 
(ii) S is an Utumi (resp. left Utumi) ring and the canonical 
homomorphism 4: RM + RM** has essential image. 
Moreover, if these equivalent conditions hold, then the maximal (left) rings 
of quotients of S and B coincide. 
Proof: (i) =- (ii). First note that if (i) holds, then B satisfies K, and, as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.5 we see that d(M) is essential in RM**. On the 
other hand, by Theorem 3.5 we know that S is left Utumi and by Proposi- 
tion 3.3 that S is right nonsingular, so that, in order to prove that S is 
Utumi it only remains to be shown that S satisfies K,. To see this, let 
L E MT* be such that ‘L = 0 and consider a nonzero element u E M* * such 
that Lu = 0. Since d(M) is essential in RM**, there exists an element r of 
R such that 0 # ru E 4(M), i.e., ru = e, is the evaluation map corresponding 
to a nonzero element x of M. Then f(x) = e,(f) = (m)(f) = ru(f) = 0 for 
each f in L and so x E ‘L, contradiction. Therefore u must be zero too, i.e., 
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{uEM**ILu=O} =0 and, since B satisfies K,, we get from the opposite 
version of Theorem 2.4(i) that L ce MT*, which shows (by Theorem 2.4(ii)) 
that S satisfies K,. 
(ii) 3 (i). Let $: S+ B be the canonical homomorphism (which is 
injective since M is U-torsionless). We claim that, in our hypotheses, It/(S) 
is essential in .B. To prove this observe first that if C= End( (i,) and 
D = End( =M**), then there is an injective ring homomorphism 1: B + D 
and so it will suffice to prove that if we set cp = 10 II/: S -+ D, then q(S) is 
essential in sD. Since the homomorphism cp is given by q(s) = s**, with 
s**(u) = uos* for ugM** and ~*(f)=fos for f EM*, we have to show 
that if 0 #h ED, then there exists s E S such that s**h = (s’)** # 0 for some 
s’ E S. For such an h, consider the R-submodule X of M defined by X = 
{x~~IVvWkWf)l. N ow, if h(#(M)) =O, then h factors through 
Coker 4 which, since by hypothesis d(M) is essential in JV**, is a singular 
R-module. But, since by Corollary 2.6, RM is nonsingular, so is &I** and 
hence we would have that h = 0, a contradiction. Therefore h(d(M)) # 0 
and so d(M) n h(qM4)) #O. Thus we see that Xf 0 and in fact, the 
homomorphism g: X+ A4 induced by h, that is, the only g such that 
(ho#)(X) = (dog)(X) is also nonzero. Since M is, by hypothesis, 
M-distinguished, there is an R-homomorphism q: M-+X such that 
g 0 q # 0. Denoting by s the endomorphism of ,&I obtained by composing 
q with the canonical injection of X in M and setting s’ = g 0 q, we see that 
hos**oqj=ho&S=doS’. Thus the R-homomorphism h 0 s* * - (s’)* * 
factors through Coker 4 and the argument already used shows that 
(s’)** = has** =s**h. Bearing in mind that s’ #O implies (s’)** #O, this 
proves that e(S) is essential in ,B. 
Assume now that S is an Utumi ring. By Proposition 3.5, B is also right 
Utumi. Moreover, since $(S) is essential in .B and S is left Utumi, we get 
from [9, Theorem 2.21 that B is also left Utumi. Finally, it is easily 
checked that in this case the maximal rings of quotients of S and B 
coincide. 
The parenthetical version of the Theorem is also clear. 
Observe that the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that if we add the 
hypothesis of 4(M) being essential in #** to Theorem 3.5, then the 
conserves of the two assertions of that theorem hold (note also that the 
hypothesis that ,JJ is balanced is only used in the proof of (i) =- (ii) of 3.6). 
On the other hand, we remark that, even in the case that ,JV is a generator 
and U = R, it may happen that B = End(M,*) is a left and right Utumi ring 
without S being left or right nonsingular. For instance, let R = Z and 
M=Z@Epm, where .Zpm denotes the Priifer group. Then Br if, Sg (t “$“) 
where Z, is the ring of p-adic integers and it is easily seen that S is not lift 
or right nonsingular. 
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COROLLARY 3.7. Let RM be a nondegenerate module, M* = Hom,(M, R), 
S = End( RM), and B = End(M,*). Then B is an Utumi ring if and only if S 
is an Utumi ring and the canonical homomorphism q5: M + M** has essential 
image. 
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